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Grid Rise

Features

Why are your best fans sitting in the worst, least comfortable, and 
hardest to access folding chairs?  Bring the comfort of your flip up 
arena or stadium seating down to courtside or the field! The Grid Rise 
utilizes a patented system that allows venues to implement tip up seats 
on the floor of the arena while allowing for changes in seat elevation 
to produce better sightlines. The Grid Rise can provide multiple rows 
of floor seats at varying seat heights WITHOUT utilizing any platforms; 
a space, cost, and install time savings. Utilizing flip up seats on the 
floor also allows for wider egress pathways and potential tighter row 
spacing, tighter row spacing can potentially mean more seats, which 
means more revenue. All of this without sacrificing comfort, safety, and 
increasing the fan experience and enjoyment.

• Available with our Ovation, Luxx, or Luxx Plus model seats
• Seats are MUCH more comfortable than standard folding chairs
• Seats come in gangs of three for ease of install and transport but 

can also come in two and one seat configurations
• Aluminum sleds are fully customizable from 30” tread to 36” tread 

depending on chair model chosen
• Footrest provided for rises of 2”-6”, drop on platforms available 

for rises above 6” (no understructure required, sleds provide the 
support structure)

• Available in seat spacing from 18”-22” OC
• Tip up armrests, armrests with cup holder, rear mount cup holders 

all available and permanently attached to the seats
• Magnetic seat numbers and drop in aisle letters increase visual 

appeal and make it easier for patrons to find their seats
• Stacking and wheeled storage carts provide a compact footprint 

when stored
• No more laying out different height platforms to raise your floor 

seats
• Faster install and strike time
• Safer install as all chairs lock together left to right and into the 

sleds, no folding chairs moving around on top of your decking

Compatible Chair Models

Ovation Seat High Back
Ovation Seat

Luxx Seat Luxx Plus
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Grid Rise vs.
Folding Chairs

Compact Storage Fork-liftable and with transport wheels.
Stacks up to 4 high. CIRCLE-XMARK Individually stored.

Safer Installation All Chairs locked into sled base. CIRCLE-XMARK Loose and can move
forward to back.

Quicker Installation No need for added platforms,
chairs install in gangs of 3. CIRCLE-XMARK Folding Chairs lay out one at a time

and many need platforms.

Magnetic Aisle Letters
and Seat Numbers

Permanent look, temporary application. CIRCLE-XMARK Chalk or cheap decals.

Added Comfort Superior ergonomics, additional amenities 
include integrated arms and cupholders. CIRCLE-XMARK Armrest is clunky, additional small

cupholders do not fit all drink containers.

Varying Seat Heights
without Platforms

Yes with Customizable Spacing. CIRCLE-XMARK No, Platforms Required.

Egress + Access Tip-Up Seat Design allows for wider
egress pathways & superior access. CIRCLE-XMARK Folding chair creates smaller egress pathways. 

Most bottoms do not auto tip.


